
T391  
Mid-Size Walk-Behind 
Scrubber-Dryer
Productive and Comfortable to Operate 

Get a lot of return on value with a mid-size 

scrubber with wide scrub head and large tank 

capacity. Featuring a simple control panel, 

comfortable ergonomics, and straight-forward 

operation. Daily cleaning routine is made easy 

due to large recovery tank access, easy spin-

on, spin-off brush/pad replacement and yellow 

touchpoints. Perfect for mid-size retail stores, 

and schools.

Sustainable Performance
Reduce noise levels and water 
consumption while increasing  
run-time with ECO mode.

Comfortable & Easy to Manuever 
Maintain operator health and safety 
with great manueverability, and 
maximize comfort with adjustable 
controls.

Productivity Boost
Get more cleaning done compared 
to smaller scrubbers with wide 
scrub path and large solution tank 
capacity.



Inside the T391

T391 Specifications
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SPECIFICATION

FEATURE SELF-PROPEL

Cleaning path 700 mm 
Productivity (per hour) theoretical max 3142 m²/hr 
Estimated coverage (per hour)*  2147 m²/hr
Scrubbing speed 4.5 kmh 
Scrub head raise/lower manual with foot pedal
Brush/pad speed  200 rpm 
Brush/pad pressure 29 kg 
Solution tank capacity 70 L 
Recovery tank capacity 70 L
Battery run time - up-to hours** 3.5
Battery voltage 24V (2x12)
Dimensions (L x W x H) 1279 x 735 x 1033 mm
Squeegee width 940 mm 
Weight (with heaviest battery) 187 kg 
Sound level (operator's ear)***  56 dB
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 Model shown supplied with pad drivers & red pads as standard inclusion. Disk Brush available as Aftermarket P&C.
Specifications subject to change without notice. 

*Estimated coverage rates use the practical speed and empty/fill time standards from the 2004 ISSA Cleaning Times handbook.  
**Run times are based on Continuous Scrubbing Run Times.

***Sound levels per ISO 11201 as recommended by the American Association of Cleaning Equipment Manufacturers & OSHA

1. Self-leveling scrub 
head for optimum 
cleaning performance.

2. Simplified operator 
training with easy-to-
use pre-programmed 
cleaning settings, 
standard and ECO.

3. Monitor helpful 
machine information 
with intuitive and large 
LCD display.

4. Simple daily 
maintenance with 
large sized recovery 
tank opening enabling 
full access and 
visibility.

5. Excellent water pick-
up from adjustable 
squeegee design and 
standard Linatex® 
blades. 

6. Simple no-tools, 
no-touch brush/pad 
change system.
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For a demonstration or additional information,  
call +1.800.553.8033 or email info@tennantco.com


